VIEWPOINT

Sharpening the Features of Optical
Lattices
Lasers trap cold atoms in a lattice of potential barriers much narrower than the lasers’
wavelength.
by Bryce Gadway∗
ltracold atomic gases offer unique opportunities
to study quantum matter in a pristine, wellcontrolled environment. One general method for
controlling the atoms and their interactions is to
trap them in a so-called optical lattice—a periodic optical potential created by interfering laser beams. Lasers
can “sculpt” such potentials with a spatial resolution determined by the laser light’s wavelength, which is typically
around several hundred nanometers. Optical potentials
that vary on shorter length scales could allow researchers
to probe so-far inaccessible regimes of atomic interactions,
but the fundamental limits posed by light diffraction challenge the realization of subwavelength lattices. Now, Yang
Wang from the Joint Quantum Institute in Maryland and coworkers have managed to overcome these diffraction limits
[1], creating an optical lattice with features 50 times smaller
than the wavelength of the light that creates the lattice. This
approach could allow quantum simulators based on coldatom lattices to tackle a broad range of quantum problems
in physics and chemistry.
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The physical mechanism underlying most optical lattices
is the ac-Stark effect, in which laser light causes shifts in an
atom’s ground-state energy. In the standing-wave pattern
created from two or more laser beams, this ac-Stark shift will
vary with position. Atoms thus experience a periodic potential and can get trapped in the potential’s minima. Since
the ac-Stark shift is proportional to light intensity, diffraction limits the optical potential’s features—such as potential
wells, barriers, or the spacing between lattice sites—to be
larger than about half the laser wavelength.
Researchers have recently proposed several nonoptical
methods for radically reducing lattice length scales. These
methods are based on trapping atoms with the electromagnetic fields produced at the surface of nanostructured materials. For example, the magnetic field induced by nanoscale
vortex patterns in thin-film superconductors [2] may create
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Figure 1: Setup for the creation of subwavelength dark state
optical lattices. Through quantum interference effects, a control
laser field (Ωc ) and a probe laser field (Ω p ) create ‘‘dark’’ states in
the atoms. The spatial distribution of the dark states generates a
1D array of 10-nm-wide potential barriers between which the
atoms are trapped. (APS/Alan Stonebraker)

a trapping lattice with nanometer spacings. While promising, these approaches may be hampered by disorder in the
material or interactions between the material’s surface and
the atoms.
Other proposed methods instead rely on coupling light
with the internal multilevel energy structure of the atoms.
Several of these proposals are based on using atoms
with multiple pseudospin ground states, which can form
“dressed” states through their coupling with electromagnetic fields [3, 4]. Using an appropriate combination of lasers
or microwave fields, one can generate a spatial modulation
of the dressed states, and a corresponding dressed-state lattice potential, with subwavelength structure. Unfortunately,
the lasers used to create the lattices in these schemes can lead
to excessive heating of the atoms, causing them to escape the
lattice.
In 2016, two groups [5, 6] proposed that these heating
problems could be circumvented by creating “dark” dressed
states, which cannot absorb or emit photons. Following
these theoretical proposals, Wang and co-authors have been
able to trap ultracold ytterbium atoms in a lattice potential
with features much smaller than the wavelength.
The new scheme uses a “control” laser field with am-
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Figure 2: Sketch of the three-level structure of ytterbium-171 used
to realize a dark state potential lattice. The control laser field (Ωc )
and the probe laser field (Ω p ) couple two atomic ground states (A
and B) with one of the atom’s excited states (C). Through quantum
interference, the two fields create dark states that are
superpositions of A and B. (Y. Wang et al. [1])

plitude Ωc and a “probe” laser field with amplitude Ω p
(Fig. 1). The control field is generated by two counterpropagating circularly polarized laser beams, which interfere to
create a standing wave. The weaker probe field, which has
uniform amplitude, travels perpendicularly to the control
beams. The control and probe fields couple two different
hyperfine ground states of an atom (A and B, respectively)
to one of the atom’s excited states (C). Together, the fields
conspire to create a special dressed state that is a superposition of solely the two ground states (Fig. 2). A key feature
of this dressed state is that it neither scatters nor absorbs
light, because of destructive quantum interference between
the transitions from the ground states to the excited state.
The nature of the dark states, that is, whether they look
more like state A or state B, depends on the relative strengths
of the control and probe fields and thus varies periodically
in space, creating a spatially varying potential. As discussed in the 2016 proposals, the nonlinear response of the
atoms amplifies the spatial modulations close to the nodes
of the control field’s standing wave. This leads to a spikey
potential lattice that can be described as a 1D array of deltafunction-like barriers known as a Kronig-Penney potential.
The barrier widths, which are determined solely by the amplitude ratio of the two fields (Ω p /Ωc ), can be much smaller
than the wavelength of the laser that creates the optical lattice.
The authors experimentally characterized the dark state
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optical lattice by measuring the lattice’s energy bands. To
do so, they prepared the ytterbium atoms in the lowestenergy band of the dark state optical lattice. They then
shook the lattice by modulating the frequency of one of the
control-field laser beams, exciting some of the atoms to the
higher-energy bands of the lattice and then measuring the
resulting band populations through a technique known as
band mapping. From the measured band energies, they confirmed that their dark state lattice was accurately described
by a Kronig-Penney potential. The lattice featured 10-nmwide barriers, roughly 50 times smaller than the wavelength
of the employed lasers.
Even in this first demonstration of a dark state lattice, the
measured lifetimes of the atoms in the lattice were relatively
long. While the dressed states are created through quantum
interferences involving the atoms’ excited states, the excited
states are never populated, allowing the dark state lattice
lifetime to be 105 times longer than the excited-state lifetime.
The authors expect that more intense lasers could lead to
a further order-of-magnitude improvement in lifetime. Importantly, the lattice is much less sensitive to laser-intensity
noise than conventional lattices because its shape depends
only on the ratio of the control and probe fields. Hence,
the two fields’ intensity fluctuations largely cancel out if the
fields are generated from the same laser.
Results like those of Wang et al. point to a bright future
for dark state potentials, whose applications could be manifold. The ability to trap atoms in a Kronig-Penney lattice
offers exciting possibilities for studying many-body physics.
For example, recent studies [7] suggest that atoms in excited
bands of a Kronig-Penney lattice could form exotic superfluids that are stable enough to be studied. Furthermore, the
nanometer-thin barriers could be useful for creating tunneljunction elements in atomtronic circuits [8, 9]. But the most
impactful implication could be the generation of lattices with
subwavelength spacings. In conventional optical lattices, the
wavelength-limited micrometer-scale lattice spacing means
that the energy scales of the system—relevant for quantum
phenomena ranging from tunneling to superexchange—are
very low. The temperatures needed to access these energy
scales present a challenge for current thermometry and cooling techniques. Subwavelength spacing could dramatically
increase the system’s energy scales, allowing the study of
many emergent quantum phenomena at achievable temperatures. A lattice with subwavelength spacings could be
obtained, for instance, by dynamically shifting the position
of a Kronig-Penney dark state lattice (with spacing d = λ/2,
where λ is the light’s wavelength) by a fraction of that spacing (d/N, where N is an integer) [4]. The trapped atoms
would experience an average potential with an effective
spacing d/N, which could be made arbitrarily small.
This research is published in Physical Review Letters.
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